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R E P R O D U C I B L E

How I Would Like to Celebrate

Name:                                     Date:           

Everyone has their own way of celebrating successes, and how we celebrate connects to who we are as peo-
ple. Take a moment and consider how you might like to celebrate when the time comes. Check off any ideas 
that appeal to you. 

 □ Spoken words of acknowledgment (for example, specific description of what I did well or related to 
specific goals)

 □ Written acknowledgment (for example, a small note, a text, an email, or a letter)

 □ Tracking of targets (for example, checklists of things I am working on that I can use to monitor growth)

 □ Goal-setting sheets that include strengths, successes, and prior knowledge and skills

 □ Celebrations with family through notes, emails, phone calls, letters, or videos from me or my teacher

 □ Peer celebrations with classmates and friends

 □ Mentor celebration shared via email or phone call

 □ Selection and display of samples of growth with specific goal labels

 □ Established signals of celebration (for example, high five, cheer, thumbs up)

 □ Quiet conversations and conferences

 □ Celebration wall (a place to acknowledge successes)

 □ Goal jars to enter record of goal success—reflect and celebrate once a month

 □ Celebration page in data notebooks in which you list successes

 □ Strength-based role supports offered to peers (“Ask me for help with . . .”)

 □ Class rewards (for example, dance-off or visiting time)

 □ Journaling celebrations (a chance to personally reflect on what is going well)

 □ A letter or card to myself

 □ Others: 
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